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A unique investment in the heart of the Old Town - Plac na Groblach

Price

1 000 000 zł
18 868 zł/m2

KRAKÓW
pl. Na Groblach

Size Rooms Bedrooms Bathrooms Floor

53.00 m2 2 1 1 2

Dodatkowe udogodnienia:

 Garden
 Lift
 Air conditioning
 Balcony
 Security

Mint Property presents for sale an apartment in a unique
investment in the heart of the Old Town at the foot of Wawel.
 
The apartment is located in a restored nineteenth century tenement
house erected as a bourgeois house in 1888 in a quiet part of the Old
Town, at Plac na Groblach. Tenement changed its owners over time and
was modernized and expanded. In 2017, it underwent a general
renovation, restoring its former splendor and becoming a pearl of the
architecture of the Old Town.
The tenement house has been carefully renovated and has an elevated
standard. The building has a reception, silent elevators, green, carefully
arranged internal patio. At the same time, it has not forgotten about
preserving its nineteenth century character and form.
 
The location of the investment in the historical part of Krakow is its
undeniable advantage. The proximity of the Krakow Market Square, the
royal castle on the Wawel Hill, as well as historic districts such as
Salwator and Kazimierz, which can be reached along a river, allows you
to feel the unique atmosphere of an apartment in the center of the Old
Town.
 
The location on the bend of the Vistula, at the foot of the Wawel Hill
also guarantees direct access to the Vistula Boulevards offering walking
alleys and bicycle paths. A few minutes walk separates residents from
other recreational areas - Błonia and Jordan Park.
 
This unique project combines the charm of an old town house and
innovative solutions that, together with the tourist and business
potential of the city, are an ideal offer for those seeking a home for
themselves or for investment.

The offered apartment with an area of 53 m2 consists of:

a living room with a kitchenette
bedroom
bathrooms
a balcony

The flat is in a developer (spouts, electrical installations, plumbing and
underfloor heating) ready to finish the bathroom and kitchen according
to the developer or individual project.

Large windows
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